
OnWeGo on On-Line Marketing

Is this You?

You’re thinking seriously about working for yourself because -

 You want flexible self-employment that can be fitted around other 
responsibilities or preferences you have.

 You want more income. Maybe you’re reducing the days worked in 
your regular job? Perhaps you want to supplement your pension? 

 You want to be your own boss but realistically you don’t see yourself as 
a risk-taking entrepreneur, you’d prefer something smaller and more 
hands on.

 You passionately want to share your thinking with the world. 
 You simply want to work from home.

If those reasons somehow match with yours then running an On-Line Business
could be just what you’re looking for. 

The overall “On-Line” Opportunity

There’s no doubting that the on-line opportunity is there. Internet trading in 2013 
is up 12% on 2012 and is forecast to double by 2018. Contributing factors include 
the phenomenal growth in internet access via smart phone and tablet, with 
ownership of these up over 50% on 2012, and with PC usage still growing. 
More and more High Street retailers are adding on-line shopping services, 
confirming the web as the way people shop.  
Then there is the social media explosion and its huge impact on the swing to on-
line purchasing. It’s not just an extra marketing channel but one that better 
targets and engages with customers, as well as generating powerful peer 
endorsement. Yes people like to buy on-line.

Options within the Opportunity

So within that huge opportunity what option might be right for you?

An On-Line Shop

There are lots of proven consumer markets to go at such as cosmetics, health 
foods, car accessories, clothing, art, gardening, household goods, jewelry, fabrics, 
or toys. 
If you are entering an established market you should be very clear on how you 
would compete. Do you have some specialist knowledge or manufacturing 
expertise that will separate you from the rest?

If you’re hoping to launch something original and revolutionary then the critical 
question is “is there a demand?”  It’s easy to get introspective about a brilliant 



idea and you must research the market and prove to yourself that a need 
genuinely exists.

Bear in mind the special feature of on-line shopping with its use of search 
phrases. It means that specialist niche businesses are more successful. Better to 
sell “traditional wooden toys” rather than “Toys.”  

You could help increase traffic flow to your business by locating a linking shop 
with e bay and Amazon. You get exposure to a huge customer base that is 
actively browsing for your kind of product. You will pay commissions on sales and 
there may be house rules that limit how you brand yourself, but the benefits are 
worth it. 

Trading in 3rd Party Products.  

If you don’t have your own product or specialty then e bay and Amazon can 
provide an opportunity for you to sell 3rd party products. You could source these 
on-line, maybe importing them from low cost manufacturing countries or maybe 
scouring the auction sites for bargains. 

You need to think though about adding your own value; some distinguishing 
expertise that will gain trust and credibility with your potential customers. The 
more you do this the better able you are to justify a price premium in what are 
very price-conscious market places. 



Writing and Distributing Books

Do you have a novel in you? Maybe you’ve amassed extensive knowledge of a 
special interest subject like bike tours in Europe, and want to write about that. 

Book sales continue to grow. Traditional printed books remain hugely popular 
with many new authors choosing the self-publishing route. The total market 
growth also owes much to the popularity of digital books and the ownership of 
Kindle, I Pads and the like. This trend has also benefited writers with entry into 
publishing now much easier and less expensive.

You can create your own digital books with e book software, and some PDF 
creator packages produce an acceptable basic book. You could also sign up with 
Amazon to use their Kindle authoring software and to sell your books less 
commission through their Kindle Affiliate Program.

To broaden your offering you can add to your book shop with 3rd party purchases 
from sites such as Click Bank. The internet has spawned a huge industry in 
affiliate marketing with commission paid on referrals from ID embedded 
hyperlinks. Many authors publish books with such links and are happy for you to 
redistribute these with your branding as long as links and authorship are shown.

Personal and Business Services

In addition to writing about your particular expertise, your on-line business could 
extend to some form of inter-action with your customer as you deliver your 
service.

Common businesses in this category are self-improvement, exercise, diet and 
nutrition, languages, investment, writing, music, gardening, car repairs, 
copywriting, translation services, technical training, on-line marketing and the list 
goes on. 

Your website would typically offer free-downloadable information, provide fresh 
content like a blog or newsletter, and promote self-help tools. Importantly it 
would also provide two-way communication through Skype, Webinars, Telephone 
or simply e mail.



Affiliate Marketing

There is business to be had promoting the business of others and earning 
commission as an Affiliate, using the embedded ID software mentioned above. 

This could suit you if your business is high on interest but lacks an obvious money 
making product of its own – maybe like our bike tours in Europe expert.

Many companies directly promote affiliate programs that you can join, scroll to 
the foot of the home page and you’ll find the links.
Amazon offers an affiliate scheme and you can effectively install a branch of 
Amazon on your site and earn commission on sales. 
You could also sign up with an intermediary such as Affiliate Window. They 
operate programs on behalf of hundreds of companies, so you could select a 
portfolio of affiliated businesses to compliment yours.

But remember that your own original content must demonstrate the purpose and 
value of your site. Google are unimpressed by websites they judge to simply feed 
from other sites with little original content of their own. So ensure that your 
content adds value and that your promoted businesses are relevant and not 
excessive.

Validating the Opportunity

Having got to the preferred good idea stage, before you do anything else make 
sure there is a viable business there. Is there a market in the gap? Google 
Keywords tool will tell you if people are searching for your idea and the kind of 
numbers that are doing it.

And it’s worth stressing again. When it comes to on-line marketing it pays to be 
niche.

Setting Up

This is a lot easier than you may think with the answers to 99% of your questions 
available at the end of an on-line search. Here are the key elements of setting up.

Website Construction

If design and good looks are important to your business and it has relatively 
complex inventory and marketing processes then you should hire a web 
developer.

If it’s logistically simple and “no fuss” in style then you can consider self-build 
sites from people like Wix or Weebly, or your own hosting Company (see below.)
But if regularly updated content is important then look at Wordpress. It’s free, 
easy to use if you can type, and has lots of optional add-ons or plug-ins to give it 



great functionality. If you want it look good then it’s worth buying a Wordpress 
Theme for £40 or so.

Domain Registration and Hosting

You need a name for your site which ideally will be memorable and relevant to 
what you do to help with search results. You must register this with a domain 
registration company, a “.co.uk” domain usually costs less than £10 for 2 years. 

They can also provide your hosting service which basically is your “hub come 
post-room” out there in cyberspace. A simple site starts around £3 month 
increasing in cost relative to your storage and transaction demands.
OnWeGo works with Justhost.com and 123Reg.co.uk so check them out to learn 
more.

E Commerce

If your site is like “Bike Tours in Europe” and selling a few e books and videos, or 
calling off a publish-on-demand book from your publisher your e commerce needs 
can be easily met by a PayPal Merchant Account. The OnWeGo shop illustrates 
this at work covering our e book and Coaching Sessions.
Wordpress also offer an e-commerce plug-in that you’ll find easy to install and 
operate. 

If your site transactions cover a wide inventory of products to be sourced, stored, 
purchased and shipped then you may need an e commerce package. 
You could buy this from your hosting company who are certain to include e 
commerce in their range of services. Monthly charges are typically around £10 for 
150 products and £20 for 1000 products. 

If you want a high end shop, maybe with special promotional activity, and export 
sales then proprietary e commerce packages like those from Shopify will do the 
business for you. They also offer very impressive on-line shop templates in their 
services.

Getting Customers

Search Engine Optimization

Customers will visit your website if you get out and promote it so keep busy with 
all your face to face networking and referral activities. 
In terms of potential business though, it’s fair to say most of that will come 
through search.

If I want to search “bike tours in Europe” then that’s what I’ll type in - probably 
to Google, maybe to Bing, less likely to Yahoo. 

Whether these search engines take me to your site depends on how they’ve 
ranked you, and that ranking is determined by algorithms - a combination of 
different criteria weighted according to the importance they apply. 
Just what these criteria are and how they are weighted is a constant guessing 
game.
Google et al want their customers to find what is best for the customer not the 
suppliers. So they constantly re-jig the algorithm to match current search 
preferences and to stop suppliers “working” the system.



The constituents of S.E.O. as best we can tell but in no particular order are: 

 Authority and credibility of the site indicated by other credible sites 
that link to it.

 Content value, freshness and originality.
 Content composition in terms of emphasis and placement of known 

search phrases so that they “catch” the search engine’s eye!  

Getting it right means:

 Registering your site with Google and Bing. Follow the simple 
instructions in the webmaster section of your Google and Bing 
accounts

 Taking regular advice from SEO experts. Be on guard as SEO experts 
delight in telling us that whatever we currently believe is no longer 
true!  

 Doing your best to get all those constituents right. If you use a 
Wordpress Theme it is usually S.E.O optimized. 

 Alternatively, purchasing a Pay Per Click packages that effectively 
buys you a temporary search engine ranking.

Site Promotion

In parallel with S.E.O. you will need to promote awareness of your site and 
encourage visits, and the proven successful ways of doing that are: 

 Post blogs and other supported links to your site through social media 
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LInkedin, and Pinterest.

 Join on-line common interest discussion groups and forums, 
remembering the paying forward principle so give and you will get 
back.

 Submit guest posts to common interest websites.
 Submit articles to article directories such as ezinearticles, these include 

an author “promo” with links to your site. A good article produces a 
definite spike in your visitors. 



 Get out and promote yourself and your business at business 
networking meetings – worth repeating that one!

 Talk with your visitors and they are more likely to talk about you. 
Invite questions, ask for survey answers, encourage sign-up to your 
newsletter, have a Post Follow and an RSS Feed widget on your site. 
These are all available as plug-ins with WordPress.

 Run e mail marketing campaigns, check out auto-response packages 
such as the one provided by Mail Chimp. 

 Monitor who visits your site through Google Analytics and target your 
marketing at them. 

So those are the key elements of running an On-Line Business. Quite 
straightforward really isn’t it.

Which is why millions of people are trying it, but in all probability less than 20%
of them are making as serious income.

And that’s why we should revisit those first questions we asked.

 Why do you want to do it? Be sure you have the right motives.
 Can your business be successful? Is there a market for your idea, and 

have you identified a viable niche and a valid way of differentiating 
yourself?

 Will you work hard at making it a success?

If you are still up for it then do some more research. There are lots of references 
I’ve made in this article that you should search, and also visit the Self-
Employment Page at www.onwego.co.uk. You find plenty of other downloads and 
links to other sources of help and advice.

You’ll also find a contact box so please get in touch if you want to ask a specific 
question or give some feedback.

All the best!
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